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Thesis Proposal
I am interested in the single moment. My work translates this moment of realization and
enlightenment. As I become involved with creating, all elements of my experience seem to
become enveloped by the work. I am able to forget the differentiation of past, present and
future. This process is an intuitive mode of experience. The work is self-referential. I enter into
a dialogue with the material and draw from what is presented to me through the making
process.
I use research methods in order to expand upon the physical process. I want my work to evoke
the subconscious realizations that are present in the psyche of every individual. I cannot
determine what someone knows or does not know, but through my work and the almost
meditative quality of making, I aim to translate my experiences in order to evoke a common
understanding of experience.
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Abstract
Ideas of human interaction and levels of physical construction touched upon in geometry and physics
have saturated my practice for many years. Having come from a small town in Virginia and moving to a
big city like Chicago, I was confronted with massive amounts of people, ideas, cultures, and stimuli of
which I had never before conceived. I realized that how we interact as people is a similar dynamic
found in molecular interaction. This same interaction takes place in celestial formation, plant growth,
decomposition, and even emotion. As I came to terms with my own presence in the world, my work
acted as a pathway for understanding.
As I develop as a maker, the connections I draw between human experience and physical experience
become more sophisticated; however, I have consistently seen myself making objects that are not
capable of conveying the vastness of these ideas. There is no finite moment-- where time stood still
and we were able to look at that instance critically-- in the history of our physical universe. We must
always perceive reality as a construction of moments working together, as time and matter are
constantly in motion. I find it frustrating to make work that does not embody that which is being
communicated.
My thesis body of work goes beyond these conceptual implications as a way to allow material
interaction to communicate these dynamic physical events. Furthermore, in allowing process to
supersede concept, I aim to prove the inherent presence of these ideas within all experience. Just as
certain physical phenomenon exists in every experience, the consciousness behind the awareness of
those is present, as well. By generating a material dialogue through objects, I am communicating being,
movement, time, and a collection of moments.

It becomes evident; then, that a man’s work stands out from life to such an extent that life
cannot explain it….. Art, then, is an increase of life, a sort of competition of surprises that
stimulates our consciousness and keeps it from becoming somnolent. (Bachelard, p.xxxiii)
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Research
Many of my formal choices prior to this thesis body of work were made in relation to geometric
constructions and conceptual implications found cited in such texts such as Synergetics by
Buckminster Fuller. Synergetics is a text detailing explorations in the geometry of thinking. I
am fascinated by the parallels existing between geometric formation and biological existence.
Before Fuller began his research, many ancient cultures were exploring the relationship
between geometry and spirituality. Islamic architecture is a clear example of such united
formulation, whereby a sacred space uses platonic and sacred geometry to guide one’s spiritual
experience. Kepler’s platonic solids are another example of the early awareness of the building
blocks of our universe. These geometric theories were solidified prior to the theoretical
construction of an atom. What we can come to find in turn is that, even within the most
sophisticated contemporary models of the atom, we can still define the form and interaction of
its parts through geometry. Our world, our thoughts, even our consciousness exist through
geometric construction. It is for this reason that the basis of my work for so long was
formulated from these concepts.
What I came to find is that the visual representation of these ideas did not embody the
elevated essence of the idea as a whole. It was for this reason that my research took me on a
path that would hopefully unite my work with the world I could so clearly envision. Alchemy
was a historical practice that united the mystical and spiritual aspects of our world with the
scientific and physical. The early alchemists did not draw a line between emotion or personality
and the physical. What interests me about this practice is how these practitioners perceive the
relevance of their experimentations. What they aimed to achieve was a transmutation of
material. The implements for this transmutation of material were fire and the crucible. The
alchemists saw the crucible, not only as a tool in which this exterior physical transmutation can
occur, but also they were referring to the internal transmutation of self through the internal
fire. What was being achieved was the physical union of materials generated through
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processes like smelting, and internally it was the melding of opposites such as male and female
aspects of self.
I began to consider the many layers of meaning implicated by the crucible. The resolution of
my consideration ultimately was the idea of archetype. Archetype refers to the origin or
originating source. The crucible is just that. It is the source for material creation in the physical
world and the source for finding self in the metaphysical world. This idea also references the
process of making work as the place where ideas are generated

The Body of Work
Specimen: a portion/quantity of material for use in testing, examination, or study

Material interaction generates a dialogue about the individual implications of each material and
how the relationships created through integration allow for accentuation of certain material
qualities. Each material was utilized to present itself in the most natural state possible through
structured interaction. By restricting my engagement and contrivance of material usage, I was
enabling it to speak honestly. I have selected three main materials to use as elements in the
dialogue: glass, ceramic, and iron. These have been implemented in four series of works and
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reaffirmed through small individual pieces. Each work is a moment of interaction showcasing
the characteristics inherent within each applied material.

Inertia: the resistance of any physical object to a change in its state of motion or rest, or the tendency
of an object to resist any change in its motion (Glass)

In this piece, I was most interested in how qualities of glass can be exhibited and utilized most
efficiently and effectively. I have formed the glass through heat and movement, with very little
tool usage. My motivation for this working method came about from the disputation that
arises in the glass practice between concept and technique. There is so much process involved
with creating glass sculpture that the original idea that prompted the creation of certain objects
would become clouded by the making process. I was curious to see what would result when I
let the material naturally advance separately from conceptual motivation.
The process was simple. The form itself was developed from several months of
experimentation that began with my practice in creating replications of alchemical vessels. I
abandoned the abstracted alchemical vessel because it felt as though the use of such a
fundamental form seemed forced. I am interested in the ideas set forth by the alchemical
practice, but to me, the thesis body of work was a chance to explore my own tendencies in
making. Being restricted to such tight conceptual confines seemed counterproductive at first.
7

These scientific forms did, however, construct a platform from which I was able to begin my
material and formal exploration with glass.
I eliminated the glass blowing practice, and chose to work solely with solid glass. I made this
choice because I saw too much manipulation in the blowing process, where solid working
seemed to allow the material to interact with gravity and heat in a natural state. The forms
that resulted came from earlier processes of wrapping bubbles around a rod to create a double
chamber vessel, again mimicking the early scientific apparatus. Keeping with the process of
wrapping the glass, I was able to heat the material in such a way that allowed it to fall
dramatically, yet in a controlled manner, in order to then create a loop on the end of a long
drop of glass.
Through many failures, I came to find that the best method for creating these forms was to
shape three gathers of glass into a slight Q-tip form through the use of newspaper, then to heat
the center of the gather with a torch to achieve specific heated and cooled areas. Then on the
final heat I would stand on the bench, and working with the glass, wait for the right time to
position the gathers vertically and allow gravity to take charge. I would use the torch or use
the air hose to achieve the specific falling motion of the glass to get the most out of the
gathered material. When a desired length was achieved, I would then wrap the punty end
around a rod and torch off the punty, leaving a pig tail form and a bead of glass instead of a
truncated end. Prior to the torch-off method, I was just knocking the drips off the punty. This,
however, imposed a static and dead quality to the piece. It was left to be a lifeless solid object.
By using the torch to remove the punty from the piece, it retained a quality of growth and life.
The torching off of the punty became integral in the visual communication of this piece.
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I chose the title Inertia because I felt that the form embodied potential. I saw it as frozen in a
moment of development. The form itself looked like it was in motion. There were stages of
this motion represented through the entire piece, from a length of approximately two feet to
six and a half feet resting on the ground. These forms retained potential of movement. The
bead on the end of the piece mimicked the large solid form of the drip, but also aided in the
feeling of these being living things between states of motion.

The solid mass at the end of the form held so much potential. It was an ideal form through
which to communicate the potential of glass as a material. It was clear and solid, allowing it to
reflect, refract, and contain all that surrounded it. When the room was crowded with visitors,
the reflections of the solid mass created an almost animated image of the space through
9

repetition of form. This piece allowed for the quintessential accentuation of material, while
simultaneously separating it from singularly embodying the form of a mere object. The viewer
was able to see glass for all that it is, with little distraction of formal content.

Secretion: the process of elaborating, releasing, and oozing chemicals, or a secreted chemical
substance from a cell or gland. (Glass and Porcelain)

This series began in two parts: the relationship between glass and ceramic, and investigating the
implications of crucible as archetype. The form repeated in this series has many visual references. I
created a form that is referred to as the naviform vessel in pre-Neolithic pottery. When researching the
history, I saw that this ceramic archetypical vessel was similar in form to the Vesica Piscis, an eye-like
form created when two circles partially overlap. I was intrigued by this having come from such a rich
research background in theoretical and sacred geometry.
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I chose porcelain because it is the closest clay body in chemical structure to that of glass. By choosing
porcelain, I opted to remove the bisque firing process. This is in relationship to the glaze research done
prior to the making of the clay vessel. Through my research, I have discovered Shino glazes. I was
drawn to their characteristics and attributes in regards to the potential relationship from the clay, to
glaze within a firing process, and finally the introduction of the glass with the glaze which I will explain in
greater detail later on.
Through the removal of the bisque firing process (which burns out initial impurities in the clay as it
becomes ceramic), the clay will contain larger amounts of impurities. By single firing glazed work, these
impurities are then burned out and release carbon. Before the clay changes its properties into ceramic,
and as the soda ash acts as a flux assisting in the formation of glass at low temperatures, I am able to
retain this carbon within the glaze. This process results in a dark, rich contrast between the white clay
body of the porcelain and the Shino. The effect generated through this relationship of clay and glaze is
fundamentally grounded on the reduction atmosphere within the kiln. The thesis body of work was
generated to exhibit the natural inherent aspects of each material, but also when these materials are in
combination with each other, generate a dialogue between those characteristics. I see this dialogue as
reference to interaction of any material objects, be they animate or inanimate.
I took the Vesica Piscis form and staggered the scale of a two dimensional template and made slabs of
clay from each template. I pieced these slabs together to create a boat or pod-like form referential of
this naviform vessel found in early pre-Neolithic pottery. From this clay model, I made several plaster
molds for slip casting porcelain. Once the slip cast form was removed from the mold, I cut a slit in the
top. The slit was opened to varying degrees and with varying dimension. What I began to see through
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this process was the idea of growth and development similar to that of a seed pod or flower. The pieces
were similar in form and function to that of a vagina. I was interested in this as related to the idea of
origin, the metaphysical crucible of the alchemists, and the place from where life is generated.

The pod-like form was open on both sides, allowing me to fill the form of the vessel and to melt glass
through the slit. The crucible reference is very strong in this piece. Not only does it reference the origin
of vessel, and the origin of human life, but also functions as the crucible for casting processes. Once the
porcelain was fired and glazed, it was set in an electric kiln for glass casting. The process was similar to
that of flower pot kiln casting methods; however, there was no mold to catch the glass. Instead, as the
glass began to ooze from the cut in the ceramic body and the flow of glass generated an acceptable
form in relation to the ceramic vessel, I stopped the firing process. What I received from this process
was the natural flow of glass affected by the form of ceramic. The glass and ceramic were working
together in a hot state as my attempt to find a common ground between two very similar materials.
Though there was much more manipulation of the clay than with the glass in the Inertia piece; once it
was fired into ceramic, I allowed it to work with the glass unaffected by my hand.
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Re-entrant: an angle in a polygon greater than 180° and thus pointing inwards. (Glass and Iron)

This series focuses on the interaction of materials through spatial arrangement, as opposed to
hot process interaction. The glass element in this piece is acting more as a tool to accentuate
the iron surface upon which it sits. I have found that some of the work in the exhibition
displays the material in its natural state generated through hot processes and very little
manipulation on my part, while some of the material qualities are highlighted by their
interaction with other materials through objective arrangement. The Re-entrant series is a
collection of spherical forms constructed with cast glass and iron. The spheres sit upon steel
tripods that have been rusted. From a distance, the pieces appear to be simply spheres made
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of two materials. As viewers approach the work, they are able to see the glass magnifying the
surface of the iron which has been treated with a hot patina using oxides.

I see the glass portion of this work as exhibiting several inherent qualities of the material. At
first, you see a complete object, the sphere; however, the glass is almost invisible in some parts
to where it becomes a memory of the form. The solid glass hemispheres contain, through
reflection and refraction, all which surround them similarly to the solid elements in the Inertia
piece. The entire potential of the interaction of the glass and iron is not understood until the
viewer is almost directly above the piece. It is at that point where the arrangement of
elements become more than mere objects and the viewer is confronted with a jolt in
perception. At first, it is not quite clear what is being magnified, or exactly what interaction is
taking place. The viewer sort of swirls around it as if they are attempting to understand
something otherworldly. It is not clearly stated through the visual elements what is happening
materially. If one is familiar with the material potentiality, it becomes apparent after
investigation. To those unfamiliar, it remains a visual mystery.

Several works in this

exhibition have elements that play on perception; however, it is in the Re-entrant series that
the phenomenology of perception is truly apparent.
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This piece came much later in the process of making work for Specimen. My original inclination
was to exemplify the material qualities of iron through the mold process. I was focused on
how flashing occurs and how I could construct a mold that would enable specific formation of
natural flashing. I used the sphere as the genesis form because the simplicity of shape allowed
for any material qualities to become accentuated. After generating several samples, it was
clear that I was forcing a material quality of iron that occurs naturally which seemed
counterintuitive to my thesis process. The original forms were referential of planetary
formation, or at least that is what I was attempting to convey. Once the original castings were
displayed on the floor, they became dead, static, and uncommunicative. In discussion with my
committee, it was decided that I would perhaps cast bases for these forms. In reflection, it
seemed as though, by generating even more iron for the bases, I was further degrading already
dead objects.
Part of the intention of this thesis body of work was not only to let material speak to me, but in
doing so, I would understand more clearly my side of the conversation. It was clear to me in
the making process up until the finalization of the Re-entrant series that I was overwhelming
and controlling the conversation. I do this in my own life when I argue with utility companies
or generate road rage. I get so worked up in the moment that I forget to adjust perspective to
the larger picture. By forcing my way somewhere, it will more than likely take me longer to get
there than if I had gone with the flow of traffic. In my working process, when I force the
making or use of material, I lose sight of the intention. By letting go and listening to the work or
the material, I am able to generate work that is most truthful. This is what I was hoping to
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perhaps achieve during the making of my thesis show; however, I see it more clearly now and
can perhaps find better methods of counteraction in order to find understanding.

I look for what needs to be done. After all, that's how the universe designs itself. (Fuller)

Isolation Effect: A bias in favor of remembering the unusual. (Glass and Mixed Media)

Just as I had to learn to listen to the material in the making of the Re-entrant series, I could not deny my
instincts in having to make this piece. The materials used are mostly synthetic: latex, silicone, caulking,
polyurethane, and the glass is part of the organism created through the combination of materials. I
was considering re-contextualizing the perception of glass as used in the Specimen exhibition. There
were several instances in which the glass was formulated in a way that related it to an organism. In the
Secretion work, the glass was displayed so as to reference the byproduct of a natural process of cellular
development. The Inertia piece was made of several pieces of glass that could be living things frozen in
motion. In Isolation Effect, the glass is the organism.
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There are several growths suspended from the ceiling in a room separate from the rest of the exhibition.
Each growth shows a stage in the development of this organism. The organism itself appears to be
extraterrestrial in nature. The display of these pieces allows the perpetuation of the question: how long
has this development been taking place? There are five total growths ranging from solid to blown and
cracked glass. The solid glasses in the initial growths do not contain materials, but do allow for
reflection of light and provide a surface on which other materials can be applied to create the illusion of
leaking fluid. As the forms develop, they hang lower from the ceiling and become hollow. The blown
glass is filled with polyurethane. This material combination appears to be some sort of egg sack. The
largest growth is made of blown glass and has been cracked with water. Displayed next to the
polyurethane filled blown glass growth, the broken glass growth alluded to an occurrence of birth or
escape. The viewer is left to wonder what happened.

This work is humorous and eerie. I wanted to make a piece for the show that was not so involved with
substantiated material processes. It was important in making Isolation effect that I allow myself
freedom. This freedom was a release from the seriousness involved with many of the other works in the
show. I wanted to create something that was unattractive, but would generate curiosity. The latex and
silicone was flesh-like, but when mixed with graphite and magnetite, it became rough and referential of
the iron pieces of the Re-entrant series. This work generated confusion in the viewer, it was very
unclear what the materials were, and therefore the myth being created became believable.
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Conclusion
Several material approaches were taken during the making of this thesis body of work. It was my
original intention to use very little manipulation by my hand and to explore material interactions.
However, through the process I was able to reflect on my own typical methods of material usage. A
large part of working as an artist involves understanding why and how we set specific self structured
guidelines. I look at it as understanding the rules of a game designed for myself. The game changes
every time I enter into a new project, but the rules stay the same. These are not rules that I consciously
generate, but are set in relation to my personal tendencies. Through letting myself explore the
potentials of material interaction and releasing conceptual intent, I was able to clearly understand my
own formal methods of making. I state clearly in my thesis that the work is self-referential. By this, I
mean that it feeds off of itself; therefore, I am continuously reassessing the rules in relation to the game.
It is this referential process that generates a mindset beyond conscious awareness. When I say “an
almost meditative mode of working”, this is what I mean.
I expect my work to continue evolving as my understanding and experiences evolve. However, I see now
more clearly the place from where decisions and guidelines are made. This insight will allow me to
continue on my own path towards finding a common place between what I make, what I see, and how I
think.
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